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In all quarters Sā

idea of the body as a symbolic patra, a vessel - contain-

on every path Sā

ing the atman, samskaaras, the subconscious impres-

before me Sā

sions, prana, the vital breath, human character, and

behind me Sā

social roles - runs all along the course of Indian cultural

Sā …

history from the Rig Veda to the present day Hindi film

abounds everywhere

songs. It has its most vocal expressions in the nirguna

pervades all reality

poetry of Kabir who uses the word Ghata, earthen pot

is this what is

almost like a synonym for the body. It is beautifully ex-

the idea of non-duality.

emplified by this verse:

Fro m t h e Amrusha ta ka m.

Is ghat antar baag bagiche,
Isi mein Sirjanhaara…
Is ghat antar anhad garje
Isi mein urat phuhaara…
In this vessel lie groves and gardens,

The Feminine
series one : antarghat – The Vessel Within

Bandeep Singh

In it lives the creator too…
In this vessel the limitless silence reverberates
In it gush the fountains too…
The terms Ghata and the Bhanda, are also frequently
used to connote the body in the Guru Granth Sahib,

Sā, is an attempt to articulate the concept of the femi-

the sacred book of the Sikhs. The symbol also finds a

nine in the `Indian’ experience. It is also an expression

strong expression in the poetry of Amir Khusro, India’s

of the view of sensuality from the perspective of the

most well known Sufi poet:

Indian aesthetic tradition - where the sensual and the
sublime exist on the same axis.

Bahut kathin hai dagar panghat ki
Kaise main bhar laaon madhva se matki

The naked in the Indian context is an outcome of gaze

The path to the water source is full of hardships

rather than the absence of garment. The body is sacred;

How do I fill my earthen pot?

as it is the patra, a receptacle for the atman, the soul
and as such, a microcosm of the universe. There is a

Another strong cultural association of the pot with the

saying in Sanskrit `Yat Pinde Tat Brahmande’ – ` We,

body is it being symbolic of the womb and thereby the

as microcosm are just a reflection of the outer macro-

idea of fertility. On account of this, it is held as a symbol

cosm’. The soul’s journey from the finite to the infinite

of the life generative power of the feminine. As such it

passes through the medium of the body. The expression

signifies auspiciousness and bounty and in some parts

of body in the Indian tradition, even in its most reveal-

of India the pot is even worshipped as the bountiful as-

ing form, thus shows it imbued with an inner grace.

pect of the Goddess. The concept of the Purnakumbha,
Purnaghata and Purnakalasha is discussed in some of

The Images for Sa are based on elements drawn from

the essays accompanying the images.

our material culture, my impressions of women and observations of body language. I have worked with the

While working with the body and the pot, visuals from

earthen pot, lotus flower, dupatta, anklets, altaa etc

tantric art - drawing upon the symbolism of the triangle

- using their association with the women’s body as a

and the yoni- emerged in the work. Towards the later

symbol to evoke and echo aspects of the feminine prin-

stage of this project, the body began disappearing from

ciple. Images created by using each of these elements

the images, and they gradually became more and more

form a separate series of photographs under the over-

silent. I was now increasingly drawn towards the dark

arching theme of Sā.

space at the opening of the pot. I saw this as a sign - of
the vessel receding into the well of the body… going in to

Antarghat is the first of the Sā series of exhibitions.

become the bija patra, the seed vessel. The pot is there

The images in this catalogue explore the symbolism of

but is not, there is void but is not - yet on the wheel there

the clay pot in association with the human body. The

is a shape… It is the antarghat, the vessel within.
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Dr Kapila Vatsyayan
"Purna-ghata, the Full Vase, is one of the
most typical and perfect symbols of Indian Art
and mythology. Its names in Indian literature,
according to the rich expressiveness of Sanskrit
language,

are

Purna

Kalasa,

Purna-Ghata,

Purna-Kumbha, Mangala Kalasa, Bhadra Ghata,
Chandana Kalasa, etc. The symbol has long and
hoary tradition in literature, art and life.
Its ritual value is so deep-rooted and ubiquitous
even to this day that no religious ceremony can
be performed without the installation of the
Auspicious Pot. Right from the earliest times
onwards it has stood through the ages in Indian
civilisation as a visible symbol of the most
mysterious life-forces revealed as creations,
and as a popular decorative motif of beauty and
auspiciousness. It has represented from the time
immemorial the plentiful effusion of nature’s
blessings bestowed upon man. Its form in art
and ritual is the richly decorated pitcher full with
water and overflowing with bunches of lotus buds,
flowers and leaves. Green foliage vegetating from
its mouth further indicates fertility.
The manifold forms of representing the purna
kumbha include the early reliefs at the Sanchi
Stupas where rich foliage is sprouting forth from
the mouth of the jar, representations of SriLaksmi standing on a kumbha, the kumbha as
base or top of a pillar, or as the crowning element
of a temple or of other architectural parts of the
temple, in the form of friezes etc. In all of Indian
art, whether Buddhist, Jaina or Brahmanical, the
purna kumbha is one of the eight auspicious
symbols (ashtamangala).
Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan is a leading scholar of classical
Indian dance and Indian art and architecture. She was
the founder-director of the Indira Gandhi National
Centre for the Arts (IGNCA) in Delhi.
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BODYLINES
Urvashi Butalia
It is rare to find a body of work that focuses on the
female body and that is not voyeuristic, or reductive. This is exemplified by the way in which the
current explosion of ‘item numbers’, in what has
come to be known as Bollywood cinema, opens up
the area of female sexuality by at least allowing for
its relatively free expression, but at the same time,
reduces the woman’s body to the sum of its parts:
waistlines, cleavages, ankles, eyes.
And yet, the body is more than the sum of its
parts. To me, the most striking thing about Bandeep Singh’s photographs here is not only their
profound beauty – the juxtaposition of the earthen
pot with the lines of the body is at once literary
and musical, traditional and modern, nuanced and
layered – but also the ways in which the bodylines
are so deeply expressive of a kind of freedom.
There is nowhere the closed, inward, folding-intoitself language that so often marks the representation of the female body. These bodies are not clad,
they are not covered, they are not pornographic,
yet they are amazingly erotic, and beautifully articulated, and the free flow of their lines resonates
perfectly with the earth and its forms – in this context in the shape of the pot.
Coming to this work as a feminist, there is another
aspect that strikes me. Those of us who have cut
our political teeth in the women’s movement, have
a deep – and usually justified – suspicion of work
that purports to be erotic, or aesthetic, but is in
fact exploitative and often violent. When that work
is done by a man, the suspicion goes even deeper,
for we question the relationship between the subjects, the women whose bodies express the work,
and the ‘artist’, the person whose vision informs
the work. In this case, Bandeep’s work speaks to
me of a level of trust that is unusual: the very fact
that the women whose bodies are featured here,
express them so freely, and that the artist’s gaze
and articulation respects that, is indicative of a relationship based on mutual trust and respect. This,
in itself, is something quite remarkable.
Urvashi Butalia is a writer and the publisher of Zubaan, an
Independent Feminist Publishing House based in Delhi.
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NUDE IN THE
INDIAN
TRADITION
Dr Alka Pande

Luscious breasts, nipped in waist and child bearing

Teri Ganga Maili, (till the 1980’s). Post millennium

hips epitomize the feminine form in India – The

the references even in cinema are drawing from

Didarganj Yakshi stands with a regal splendour

the more idealized western notion of the overt

baring her rounded breasts in full glory. Through

sexuality.

the ages poets, painters and sculptors have
defined the female form with a rare sensitivity and

In the modern context, artists like Amrita Shergil

sensuality. The ‘feminine’ form has always been the

has painted self portraits in the nude to the

centerpiece of an artist’s muse. Nowhere in the

controversial MF Husain who has represented Indian

world but in India has the naked and nude female

Goddesses sans clothing. Indian photographers

been celebrated with such a free spirited language.

too have shot female nudes in a serious genre. Yet
nude photography in India unlike Indian painting

From the dancing girl of Mohenjodaro, to the

and sculpture derives its language from the fashion

yakshis, to the shalabhanjikas/tree spirits, apsaras/

photography, which developed in the West.

celestial beings, and the nayikas/heroines in their
munificence, the female nude is worshipped,

Bandeep chooses to interrogate the western gaze

celebrated, adored but never really commodified in

and references and opens a singular trajectory

traditional Indian art practice. Within Indian culture,

where he charts out a non verbal journey where

be it Buddhist, Hindu, or Tantric, from the sacred

the sensuality of form, the sacred and the spiritual

to the pleasurable, the nude woman is always

are enmeshed into a tapestry of informed meaning.

represented within the domain of the sublime.

His pictures simply do not emerge they are done
with deep research and he sculpts his images as

The nude in the Indian art is a part of a much larger

the ancient Indian shilpin/sculptor did. Instead of

manifestation of the artistry, life and religion and

the chisel, Bandeep uses light and creates stark

philosophy of an entire people aegis of their

pictures which are loaded with meaning.

history. A phenomenon, which attracts attention
of people of all times and ages who have and

The Indian gaze is an eclectic and inclusive one,

ought to be familiar with the idea of the naked as

encompassing nature, child bearing and fertility,

being all pervading.

where the feminine form is soaked in sensuality, and
often in desire. The Western gaze on the other hand

The feminine body becomes the muse for Bandeep

comes from Graeco Roman form of the idealized

Singh. Though he is working in the area of photo

body eg the Greek Kore, Eve, Venus of Milos, and

journalism, Bandeep’s personal trajectory is deeply

the Madonna, where the sacred is always clothed.

embedded in the realm of philosophy and fine art.
In this set of 44 images Bandeep bridges the gap

The present body of Bandeep’s work is a fruitation

between philosophy and art.

of his own personal study of the nude. While
looking and admiring the work of some western

While

the

masters of Nude photography like Edward Weston,

aesthetics of the erotic, even Bollywood has done

Ruth Bernhard and Imogen Cunningham, Bandeep

so, in films like Satyam Shivam, Sundaram and Ram

has simultaneously been studying the philosophical
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painting

has

incorporated
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space which a woman occupies in Indian art, thought
and literature. In a contrast to the Western notions of
the nude, which are primarily about form, composition,
line and colour, Bandeep moves into another domain.
His gaze enters not only into the frame but sears
through the form itself. His nudes are framed very
much within the Indian cultural context.
He moves beyond the physical perfection of the
female form and lovingly sculpts the body with the
lens and the light. He captures the languid form, the
Tribhanga posture, the sensuality of the Bacchnalian
series of Mathura art where the form is luscious, ripe
and luxurious. Time Past is a strong referral point for
Bandeep and this is one of the reasons he goes back
to the shalabhanjikas.
In his exploration of the female form Bandeep has
delved deep into India’s mythic past. His images
evoke the concept of the purnakumbha of fertility.
Bandeep goes back to the rich tribal folk lore where
the goddess is a cultic symbol of earth and plenty,
the divine mother worshipped as a pot is Mangala
from Orissa, is also seen in the wedding textiles
where the purna kumbha is woven on the cloth
itself. In another image Bandeep uses pots to evoke
the metaphor of the yogic chakras. He then moves
to Kamakhya and the Lajja Gauri, manifestations of
the primordial energy, and constructs images which
transcend the temporal.
A set of images incorporate the bindu and the
tantric yantras. In a particular photograph, he takes
references from the Sri Yantra; where triangles are
in every space of the frame. Layering of symbol,
metaphor and allegory, working with the symbols of
the yoni and the lingam, the ultimate union of shiv
shakti, the primordial parents, Bandeep also moves
into the realm of sacred geometry, which is visually
represented even in the simple act of lifting a pot.
Like an ascetic in deep meditation Bandeep works like a
traditional Indian artist going back in time, and infusing
in each frame the purity of the feminine form which
evokes in the viewer an adbhuta rasa, a wonder and
awe which is sheer poetry.
Dr Alka Pande is a trained art historian who works as
an independent curator and is an author who lives and
works out of New Delhi. Her special areas of interest are
gender and sexuality.
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The potter takes a lump of earth

The potter is the primal artisan for us in the Indian

and encloses the sky within

tradition for it is he who takes a lump of earth and

as he makes a ghata.
And when the ghata breaks
the sky is still the same.

creates beautiful forms. In his hands prakriti, throbs and
pulsates and becomes akriti, and the ghata comes to
life. Within its sinuous lines the ghata encloses a womb,
home of the waters, where life begins and from it grows

Only the potter knows where is the earth

the kalpavriksha, which rises to touch the sky. For the

and where the sky.

contemplative observer of Indian forms, the ghata does not

And as he ponders

remain just an akriti but becomes a living visual metaphor

voices of those who drink from the ghata fill the space.

of the human condition, as the words of Kabir resonate:
jal me kumbh, kumbh me jal hai bahar bhita pani
phuta kumbh jal jalhi samana ihi tat kathyo gyani
If a pot be in the water there is water,
both inside and outside the pot.
If the pot breaks the waters mingle.
To the wise the meaning is clear.

POT
AS
KAMINI

Harsha V. Dehejia

Through the art of Bandeep the ghata merges so
beautifully with the female form that one cannot tell
where the human body ends and the ghata begins. One
merges into the other, and as the lines seductively flow
into each other, it seems as if the potter has created
the female form and Brahma the ghata. In the dance
of lines we discover intimate spaces that resonate with
desire, so that the ghata becomes a naari and then a
kamini. But once again Kabir’s words ring in the air:
mati kahe kumhaar se tu kya rondhe mohe
ik din aisa ayega ke me rondhungi tohe.
reminding us that beautiful forms are fragile and fleeting.
But the beautiful has not lived in vain for isn’t there a
spirit that inhabits these beautiful forms?
Kabir speaks again.
ghata ghata me panchi bolata
In each vessel the bird sings
It is the song of that celestial bird within the ghata that
reminds us that even though the form perishes, it points
to the timeless and the formless spirit that animates it
and ensures that even if the beautiful moment passes,
supremely serene beauty lingers. The lyrics of the song
may fade but the melody remains, timeless and deathless.
Bandeep Singhs creations are a testament that
photographers can also be potters.
Harsha V. Dehejia is Professor of Indian Studies at Carleton
University in Ottawa, Canada. His special interest is in
Indian Aesthetics
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LIGHT AND
SHADE
SYMPHONIES
Kapil Kapoor

In the rhythm of day and night, light and darkness,
Bandeep juxtaposes and weaves a harmony of the
female body and the clay pot wedding creativity and
fertility into an integral whole. The object created is a
sanketa, a sign, of creativity and fertility. The inner space
of the pitcher and the womb, enclosed in the finished
spaces of a perfect, sinuous ghata, an earthen pot and
a sensuous female form both enveloped in sacredness
and divinity, is a creation of the kumbhakara the potter
and the ma, the divine mother. There is reverence
here, and a dis-connect between sex and the pulsating
beauty of the female body. There is no nakedness
and nothing to hide as there is only sanctity and no
shame, just as in the case of the digambara monks,
the Jain monks who are enveloped only by diga, space.
The images of woman as if delivering a child, leaning
against a ghata, the woman bending and becoming a
linga, a phallic shape – these appear as ‘compositions’
in the sense that the artist conceptualizes them
and then arranges objects as representation of the
concept. But look closely – the woman and the pitcher
are interwoven in the imagination of ordinary India
– the women carrying pots on their proud heads or
on their slender waists – and their images abound in
literature and the arts of India since the Rigveda itself.
These images arise in the mind’s eye of Bandeep from
the ocean of cultural memory. The artist it is said is
a man of the higher country, a kranta darshina, one
who sees more clearly and into a greater distance than
others. As a creator then he makes us see what he
‘sees’. And what Bandeep sees in the beautiful female
body is the harmony and notes of universal creation,
a certain spirituality and he presents it wrapped in the
symbolism of the enclosed and the continuous space
that is the ghata, a symbol of birth, sustenance and final
dissolution. In the deeply suggestive non-segregated
dim light and shade of these photographs, our
imagination is also given space to create what we see.

Dr. Kapil Kapoor, former professor of JNU, is now a UGC Emiritus fellow and a visiting professor of University of Ulster U.K.
He is currently the Chief Editor of The Enclyclopedia of Indian
Poetics, sponsored by the Sahitya Akademi.
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REFERENCES:
SOME CLASSICAL
SOME MODERN
Naman P. Ahuja

I The symbolism of the motif of the pot is profound

III The ghata will continue to give endless wealth

in India: linked to plenitude and pregnancy it can

and maintain balance so long as it is treated

also house spirits. The main advaita philosophical

responsibly. A delightful story of the bountiful

analogy of the relationship of the individual soul

auspicious bhadra-ghata in the Kathasaritsagara

to Brahma is recounted through the relationship

{57, 25} revolves around one poor Shubhadatta

of the air in a pot to the outside air.

of Patna who encountered four Yakshas in the
forest. Taking pity on him they took him into their

iw.kZ dqEHkks∙f/k dky vkfgrLra oS i’;keks cgq/kk uq lUr%A
l bek foJk Hkqoukfu izR;³ dkya rekgq% ijes O;kseu~ AA

employ as a servant and when the time for eating
came, commanded him, “Give us food from this
inexhaustible pitcher.” Confronted with an empty

Above time is set a brimful vessel (purna

ghata, the confounded Shubhadatta hesitated.

kumbha); Simultaneously we see Time here, there,

The Yakshas repeated, “From the pitcher you will

everywhere. Set face to face with all existences,

obtain whatever you want, for this pitcher supplies

Time is throned, men say, in the loftiest realm.

whatever is required.” And so Shubhadatta dipped

{Atharva Veda XIX.53.3, Tr. R. Panikkar in

his hand in to pull out all the food and drink

Kalatattvakosha, vol 2: p. 432}

that could be wanted. And this he did everyday
thenceforth for a month, so pleasing his masters

The Sanskrit word for pot also means body. In

that they offered him a boon. Shubhadatta insisted

fact, the symbolic design-classic Indian pot has

on receiving the pot of plenty as his gift, despite

been used in Indian literature and art for as long

the Yakshas’ cautious words about its fragility. The

as history can take us back. Commonly, the image

ghata fed him and his kin with all kinds of delights.

refers to a womb, bounty, earth, woman, plenitude.

The inexhaustible pitcher fulfilled every joy for

It is a receptacle that holds life, spirits and the

him and his relations. And drunk with alcohol and

dead; water, soma and amrita. The Amara Kosha

pride one day Shubhadatta began to dance with

{II.2.1}, one of the earliest established lexicons of

the pitcher on his shoulder which fell and smashed

the Sanskrit language states that a synonym for

to pieces. And immediately it was mended and

Earth (bhu) is Kumbhini (she who is the pot).

reverted to its original owners, leaving Shubhadatta
reduced to his despondent former condition. “So

II ‘…that simple vessel {the lota/ghata} for

you see that those unfortunate persons whose

everyday use, stands out as the greatest, the most

intellects are destroyed by excess cannot keep the

beautiful…. it is balance, the center of gravity,

ghata of wealth even when they have obtained

when empty, when full, it is balance when rotated

it.” {Adapted from the Translation by C H Tawney,

for pouring; It is sculpture as it fits the palm of the

the Katha Sarit Sagara, or Ocean of the Stream of

hand, the curve of the hip; It is sculpture as it as

Story, vol II, pp. 2 – 4}

compliment to the rhythmic motion of walking or
a static post at the well’

36

{Adapted from Charles and Ray Eames, 1958

Naman P. Ahuja is an Associate Professor of Indian

whitepaper for the creation of the National

Art and Architecture at the School of Arts and

Institute of Design}

Aesthetics,Jawaharlal Nehru University.
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Womb of earth. Volcano of creation. Well for seeds.
Venerated as the Mother Goddess. As 1008 Devis,
as Chausath (64) Yoginis. Magnet of magnets, lusted
over and exploited. Bought and sold in dark alleys.
Receptacle of all. Who are you ? The contours of your
body resemble cosmic forms. Your voluptuous cyclic
shapes are mirrored in mountains. Your hairs run the
rivers through the lands. Your eyes mesmerize lakes.
Unfathomable power, I have tried not to understand
you, I have not succumbed either. For I am man, the
other half which fulfills your vacuum and your void.
I am your pillar of strength. Ms. Yin, I am your Yang.

Aman Nath
Aman Nath is actively involved in the restoration of India's
architectural ruins, run as The Neemrana `non hotel' Hotels.
He has authored eleven large format books on art, history,
architecture, corporate biography and photography.
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POSTURES
OF COSMIC
POWER
Madhu Khanna

Creative photography is an ideal that came into

what he himself describes as a journey to unveil

existence last century. Recently there has been

the culture-sensitive feminine form. In his own

a sincere attempt to create a forum for critical

words he describes his journey:

and contextual study of photography. The 1980’s

48

thus saw a resurgence to establish a semiotics to

“My inquiry into the representation of the femi-

the creative dimensions of popular photography.

nine form in photography began in 1996 while

These creative endeavors present a critically in-

writing on a book of Indian Nudes. I wanted to

formed and context sensitive interpretation, giving

explore this subject from the perspective of the

way to mere formalist discussion on techniques

Indian erotic tradition using my personal experi-

and methods of presenting images. However, the

ence of the sensual as a window. I could not re-

scene in India is somewhat restrictive. Much of the

late to the overt sexuality and the body language

photographic production, with exception of the

of the fashion images in popular media. Slowly I

work of a few chosen photographers, is heavily

began to articulate my thoughts about the body

indebted to the automatism of the camera, largely

drawing references from vernacular poetry, folk

due the fact that entire discipline is built upon the

songs, classical dance, Osho and later on through

Euro-American techno-centric cultures. Western

my relationships with women and my would be

models serve as an inspiration for large section of

wife. I began to contextualize my experience of

mainstream photography. In this context, Bandeep

the sensual with references from classical Indian

Singh’s photographs are a way apart. Here we see

texts. That and my interest in spirituality drew me

a deep concern to find the spirit englobing outer

towards Tantra six years ago. I was greatly drawn

matrix of form, a camera which reworks in service

towards Tantric art and its powerful visual imag-

of esoteric verities, symbol and imagery, one that

ery soon flooded my sensibility. A lot of that too

is finely rooted in our cultural ethos.

found expression in this body of work.”

The predominant image in these photographs is

The photographic compositions evolve from the

that of the feminine form. The primal feminine

universal substratum of images, and crystallize a

form is explored through a wide range of nuanced

vision not so much as personal but, cosmological.

interplay of body postures in monochrome. The

These

body composition assumes shapes and volumes

consciousness of the ancient spiritual art forms

that enable the viewer to enter and gain a glimpse

of the Tantric tradition. Spaces are defined by

of the latent power of consciousness over matter

key postures of the body to create a sculptural

or the gross physical shell. In innumerable instanc-

solidity and volume. In the Tantras, the Goddess,

es the possibilities of the body functioning as a

the feminine principle of the cosmos is a whole

vehicle of the spirit comes alive. How and when

symbol of creative and regenerative life; and the

did the photographer enable a transition to create

parts of her body - especially her creative womb,

work

as

catalysts

of

a

collective
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and the yoni - are evoked upon as numinous
symbolic divine epiphanies. The two prominent
symbols, the feminine as a sacred vessel, the
holder and the womb of abundance, and the primal
triangle, the potent symbol of the ghata, or the jar
of plenty, have been found in Neolithic settlements
all over the world and is therefore an archetypal
representation of the womb of the cosmos playing
a significant part in ritual worship.
The feminine form in the photographs is centered
on the primal vessel, the ghat, or the triangle to
create mandala like configurations of the physical
body. The body mandalas are contained representations, built through yogic mudras of the body.
They remain within a patterned symmetry held by
perfect balance and equilibrium. The well known,
Tantric yoni-mudra, a finger posture of extraordinary significance in Tantric ritual and mediation
serves as a blue print of the curved body represented in the shape of a triangle. The primal symbol of the inverted triangle, the seed and cosmic
womb, the creative genetrix feminine power and
the female emblem of the Shakti-principle is the
foundation of many compositions.
In each of these works, the artist is pushing the
limits of imagination to portray the possibilities of
the nude female form as a vehicle of the spirit. The
body mandalas enable the viewer to gain a glimpse
of the power of consciousness over physical matter. The compositions thus have little in common
with naturalistic images, of the erotic female nude.
The search is inspired to strike a homology between the physical shape and the cosmic symbols
of Tantra. The power of the primal triangular shape
of female form is held firm with a dynamic invisible
point that is held at the centre (Image called the
Yantra) The photographic compositions touch two
levels, the mundane physical and the transcendental where the curves, shapes and bends loose
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their identity and function as symbols of cosmic
power. It is, therefore, legitimate to view these extraordinary sensitive photographs, inspired by the
vocabulary of Tantric imagery, as contemporary
creations of the highest quality.
Madhu Khanna is Professor of Religious/Indic studies at
the Center for Comparative Religion and Civilizations at
Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi. She is one of the foremost authorities in Hindu Shakta Tantra.
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THE
NAKED
ENIGMA
Ashok Vajpeyi

‘……a body / dressed in its own naked enigma’.
Octavio Paz
The erotic, once an essential component of the

shapeliness does not remind us anymore of the

Indian artistic tradition(s), has remained suppressed

essential shapes that earth creates or are created out

for so long that it bursts through, every now and

of it. The art of Bandeep Singh with the naked body

then, largely in grotesque or surreal forms. There

and the clay-pitcher takes us back to an archetypal

was a time, not long ago, merely two centuries

relationship, to re-discovery of an organic link long

ago in India, when the erotic and the sacred, the

forgotten, to an earthiness that the body shares

spiritual and the sensuous, the physical and the

with an inanimate object like a pitcher, to evoke

metaphysical were simultaneous, organically inter-

in us emotions of mystery and wonder, making

related: evoking one meant evoking the other as

us realize that the body is itself a pitcher and the

well. The age-old tradition of erotics, Shringar, the

pitcher is also a naked body; that they are enlivened

ceaseless celebration and adoration of the body

by each other as both await fulfillment. Perhaps if

got reduced to the merely physical adornment

the body is an earth, the pitcher is a fragment of sky

devoid of any spiritual meaning or aesthetic intent.

around it. They share a rhythm of being, a raga in
which the two are notes weaving a quiet prayer not

However, happily, there are now new artistic

to any god but to beauty itself that together they

attempts to rehabilitate the erotic, to assert the

so exquisitely and unmistakably create and reveal,

primacy of the body, to override the dichotomies

quietly reiterating that beauty is erotic. In these

of the sacred and the profane and to return to

times of turmoil and violence it is still possible,

the ennobling stance of Shringar. The body in its

through such art, to reach out to those areas of

nakedness is its own adornment. The sensuous

our human province which are gentle and tender.

is divine. The metaphysical once again inheres
in the physical. The spiritual resides not in the
excluded domain of the pure but in the inclusive
space of impurities, inevitable in homo sapiens.
Ashok Vajpeyi is a Hindi poet-critic and art-lover,
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The body, as the ancients wrote in numerous verses,

honoured for his poetic and cultural creativity both in

is made of clay. And yet it seems to overcome its

India and abroad, he lives in Delhi. Currently he is the

clayness. Its earthiness is not so visible. The naked

Chairman of The Lalit Kala Akademi.
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